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3" Auf Vererbung der F ~ i r b u n g  gerichtete Versuche mi t  s c h w a r z e n  
und  we i l3en  P fauen t auben  zeigten, dab weiBe Tiere einen Fak tor  fiir blau 
mitffihren k6nnen ,  der gegen/iber schwarz hyposta t isch sich verh~lt. Aus 
der Paa rung  well3 ~< schwarz gingen in Ft  lauter  schwarz-weiB gescheckte 
Nachkommen  hervor, meist  mi t  Vorherrschen der weiBen Federn.  Fe ergab 
schwarz-weiBe, weif3-schwarze, weiBe und  blau-weiBe Tiere. Rein schwarze 
Tiere (wie der eine Elter) t ra ten  nicht  wieder auf. Der Verfasser m6chte 
diese eigent~imlichen Verh~ltnisse durch die A n n a h m e  von drei Fak to ren  
verst~indlich machen,  yon  denen P = Scheckigkeit, S = Einfarbigkei t  und  
C = Auf t re ten  yon Farbe  i iberhaupt  bedingen soil. M. D a i b e r  (Zi~rich). 

Recent American and English Papers on Sex-limited Inheritance 
in Vertebrates. 

I. C. B. D a v e n p o r t .  Sexolimited Inheritance in Poultry. (]ourn. Exp. Zool. 
13 . I. I9t2. p. i--I8.) (8 Coloured plates.) 

2. A. H. S t u r t e v a n t .  An Experiment dealing with Sex-linkage in Fowls. (Journ. 
Exp. Zool. 12. 4. I912. p. 499--518.) 

3- T. R. Arke l l  and C. B. D a v e n p o r t .  Horns in Sheep as a typical Sex-limited 
Character. (Science 35. 5Iar. 8. I912. P. 375.) 

4. W. E. Castle.  Are Horns in Sheep a Sex-limited Character? (Science 35. 
Apr. I2. i9~2. P. 574~) 

5. 17. t~. A. Marshal l .  On the Effects of Castration and Ovariotomy upon Sheep. 
(Proc. Royal Society. ]3. 85 . igi~. p. 27--32.) 

6. C. C. L i t t l e .  Preliminary Note on the Occurrence of a Sex-limited Character 
in Cats. (Science 35. May 17. ~912.. p. 784 . ) 

7. L. Doncas t e r .  Sex-limeted Inheritance in Cats. (Science 36. Aug. 2. I91e. 
p. I44.) 

~. E. N. Wen twor th .  Another Sex-limited Character. (Science 35. June 28. 
I912. p. 986.) 

9. R. S t ap l e s -Browne .  Second Report on the Inheritance of Colour in Pigeons, 
together with an account of some experiments on the crossing of certain races 
of Doves, with special reference to Sex-limited Inheritance. (.Journal of Genetics. 
5. 2. I912. p. i3~--i62. ) (i Coloured plate,) 

~o. L. ]. Cole. A case of Sex-linked Inheritance in the domestic Pigeon. (Science 36. 
Aug. 9. I9 I2. P- I9 o.) 

In  the first of these papers D a v e n p o r t  reviews the cases of sex-l imited 
t ransmiss ion by  the female (the Abraxas  and  Fowl type) and  describes a 
new case in Fowls. Both  the Brown Leghorn and  the Dark  Brahma  have 
s t r iking sexual dimorphism, and  he shows tha t  two of the sexual ly 
dimorphic characters, the colour of the hackles and  of the wing-bar,  show 
sex-limited t ransmiss ion - -  the dominan t  character  in  each case being 
t r ansmi t t ed  from the male to his offspring of both sexes, bu t  by the female 
only to her sons. The greater par t  of the paper  is devo ted  to a review 
of previously known cases, and to a theoretical  discussion of the na tu re  
of sex-l imited inheri tance.  The  wr i te r  assumes as if it  were proved tha t  
sex-l imited characters are borne by sex-chromosomes, of which the female 
in this case mus t  have one and  the male two. The confident  assumpt ion  
of the t r u th  of this hypothesis  is to be regretted when it leads the writer 
to omit  from his resum5 of previous work the fact tha t  in the experiments  
of D u r h a m  and  M a r r y a t  exceptions were recorded which are not  easily 
reconcilable with his view in its simple form. 

S t u r t e v a n t  (2) describes a somewhat  similar  case in Poul t ry ,  and  
proceeds also to d iscuss  the relations of sex. l imited inher i tance  to chromo- 
somes. He r ight ly notices tha t  the exceptions recorded in Canaries and  
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other more recent cases (C. 9. iu Nos. 9 and Io below) must be reckoned 
with in formulating hypotheses, and proposes that instead of adopting the 
formula male = ff, female = Ff, as has frequently been done, the male 
should be 1VIlVI, the female Mm, on the ground that  the exceptional trans- 
mission of a sex-limited character from the female 1o her female offspring 
instead of to her sons is thus more easily explicable. His assumptions 
with regard to chromosomes are perhaps more far-reaching than the known 
facts at present warrant.  He suggests also lhat  the somewhat anomalous 
distribution of the characters among the sexes in the crosses by S t a n d f u s s  
of .4~,Zi,~ t+~z~ and its v a r .  Zzlge/zs, and of the dwarf guinea-pigs recorded 
by Miss S o l l a s ,  may  be explained by incomplete sex-linkage of these 
characters. 

A r k e l l  and D a v e n p o r t  (3) have repeated and amplified Wood's 
experiments in crossing horned and hornless varieties of Sheep; they have 
made all the possible matings and have obtained enough offspring from 
each to give a good idea of the inheritance. They put forward the hypo- 
thesis that  the apparent  dominance of the horned character in only male 
heterozygotes is due to the presence of a sex-limited inhibitor (I). They 
assume that  the sex-limitation is of the Dros@~i/~z type (as in Man and 
the Cat), so that  the male is heterozygous for I (It), t ransmitt ing it only 
to his daughters, white the female is homozygous (II). They further assume 
that  I is only effective when the horn-factor H is heterozygous and I is 
homozygous, so that  HHII  and HhIi are horned, Hhl I  hornless. 

C a s t l e  (4) points out that  this is inconsistent with the known fact 
that  the development of the horns !s conditioned by the presence of a 
functional testis, a fact of which confirmation is given by M a r s h a l l  (5), 
who finds that  castration prevents the further growth of the horns at any 
stage. C a s t l e  maintains that  this is inconsistent with the explanation by 
means of an inhibitor in the female, and that  the inhibitor-hypothesis has 
no basis of fact. A r k e l l  and D a v e n p o r t  reply in 'Science' of June 14 , 
1912 , without giving any fresh facts. 

L i t t l e  (6) records the results of matings between orange and black 
cats, which indicate that  the orange male transmits the orange factor only 
to his female offspring; and therefore suggests that the factors for orange 
and black in Cats are sex limited in the male. 

D o n c a s t e r  (7) gives confirmatory evidence that  the orange factor is 
sex-limited in the male cat, but his data  indicate that  the sex-limitation 
is not absolute, but that  an orange male mated with a black female may  
have occasional black female kittens, and more rarely tortoiseshell male 
kittens. 

W e n t w c r t h  (8) in a short note gives evidence that  the inheritance 
of rudimentary mammae  in the pig follows the same ru'es as that  of horns 
in sheep, that  is, their presence appears to behave as a dominant in the 
male and recessive in the female. I t  is of course not certain that  the 
inheritance is sex-limited in the strict sense of the word. 

S t a p l e s - B r o w n e  (9), in addition to a quant i ty  of data not directly 
bearing on sex-limited inheritance, shows that  certain characters in domestic 
pigeons and in turtle-doves have sex-limited transmission in the female, 
and further that  in this case as in that  of the Canary exceptions occur 
which can only be accounted for by the assumption that  the coupling of 
the characters concerned with the sex-factor is not absolute. Confirmatory 
results are recorded by Cole  (lO). In  general, the most important  results 
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of these papers taken together are ( I ) t h a t  in Birds sex-limitation is found 
in the female, while in Mammals it is in the male; and (2) that  several 
new cases are described in which the coupling with sex is partial rather 
than absolute, L. D o n c a s t e r .  

Morgan, T. H. Heredity of Body Colour in Drosophila. Journ. Experim. 
Zooh I3. I .  1912. p. 27--46. (i colour plate.) 

Morgan, T. H., and Cattell, E. Data for the Study of sex-linkefl inheritance 
in Brosophi/a. Journ. Experim. Zooh 13. i .  1912. p. 79--1o2. 

The first paper shows that  the colour of /lie wild fly ("gray") is due 
to there factors, Black (B), Yellow (Y) and Brown (Br). Absence of B 
produces a yellow fly, absence of Y a black fly, absence of both B and Y, 
a brown. The factor B is sex-Iinked, but Y is not; whether Br is sex- 
linked has not yet been determined. I t  is pointed out that  these factors 
for body-colour appear to correspond to the three factors for eye-colour 
already described, namely vermilion, pink, and orange, of which the pink 
and orange factors are sex-linked but  the vermilion is not. These is however 
no organic correlation betweeu the body-and eye-colours, for any eye- 
colour may  be associated with any body-colour. Some disturbances of the 
sex-ratio occur in the cro3ses with these colours, such as have been de- 
scribed in connexion with certain other mutat ions of Z)rasoSzik~, and the 
ratios of the various colours in F2 show abnormalities which may  perhaps 
be accounted for by gametic coupling. 

The second paper gives a very valuable account of the phenomena of 
gametic coupling in transmission by the female of characters which are 
sex-limited when transmitted by the male. Since the male transmits such 
characters to his daughters only, they must always be associated when 
transmitted by the male; but when transmit ted by the female it is found 
that  characters which were associated in the grandparents reappear asso- 
ciated in the grandchildren. For  example, if a red-eyed, black-bodied male 
is mated with a white-eyed, yellow-bodied female, the female offspring 
produce eggs which bear almost exclusively either the factors for red eye 
and black body, or for white eye and vellow body, the converse com- 
binations red yellow and white-black hardly occurring. I t  makes no diffe- 
rence wheter a 'present '  factor is coupled with a second 'present '  factor, or 
with an 'absence' .  I t  is remarkable that  the closeness of the coupling varies 
greatly in different characters; the coupling in the case of colour-factors 
is very close (about 2oo:1),  while the coupling between the factors for 
colour and for size of wing is very low (about 2 : I). This is the first case 
in which gametic coupling - -  already well-known in plants - -  has been worked 
out dn a large scale in an animal. L. D o n c a s t e r .  

Baltzer, P. Ober die Beziehung zwischcn dem Chromatin und der Entwicklung 
und Vererbungsrichtung bet Echinodermenbastarden. Arch. f. Zellforschung. 
5. S. 497--621. 5 Tafeln. 

Um die Rolle des Chromatins bet dem Vererbungsgeschehen festzustellen, 
und zwar in Verfolg der yon B o v e r i  (in seinen Dispermieversuchen) an- 
gebahnten Gedankenwege, wurde parallel mit dem (oft behandelten) Schicksal 
der Bastardzuchten yon Verf. sehr sorgfRltig die Geschichte der elterlichen 
Chrolnosomengarnituren untersucht - -  auch durch Z~ihlungen, oder an deren 


